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BEGINNING OUR TRIP – DAY 1

Meeting of the Café Femenino Foundation & Café Femenino Women’s Encounter
– our day was spent with the Foundation sharing information about our new
partnerships and activities during 2018. They shared grant project progress
reports with us. Photos of the leadership teams.

These trips are always a lot of
driving to and from the hotel in
Chiclayo and out to the coffee
communities. This time we went to
the following communities:

VILLARUMI

We visited the Water Reservoir
and Irrigation System that the
Foundation funded this year.
When I visited in July we hiked the
mountain to the water reservoir
and saw the coffee plants in the
nursery. This trip the five varietals
of coffee plants had been planted
on the side of the mountain and
were being water with the water
from the water reservoir. This
is the first of many requested
water reservoirs. Such important
projects because not only is the
water needed for the coffee, it is
needed for the vegetable gardens
and fruit trees. The vegetables and
fruit crops will be consumed by
the community, but the goal is to
produce enough to be able to sell
to surrounding communities.

NARANJO

We saw the drying patios that were
funded by UP Coffee Roasters. This
was our first visit to this community
and it was breathtakingly beautiful.
In this community their coffee farms
are a long way from their homes
and drying patios so they pulp
the coffee in the fields to make it
much lighter to carry back to the
drying patio. The coffee farm we
visited belongs to Paula, President
of the Association of Coffee and
Quinoa. Her coffee is planted in
with some taller fruit trees, flowers
and low growing vegetables. This
was the most peaceful and serene
community. As we approached the
community a women standing alone
on the hill spinning yarn. The other
thing about this community is they
have to deal with a lot of wind, so
the corrugated metal roofing on
their very modest mud/straw homes
was being anchored down by wires/
twin tied to rocks and running
from the roof and anchored to the
ground.

SAN JOSE HUANAMA

We participated in an Early
Education Center graduation – the
children were honored, served
a special graduation cake. The
celebration is funded by the
parents so each year the ceremony
is different base on how much the
parents can afford.

TALLAPAMPA
Tallapampa – this is a coffee
community we have visited several
times. We have funded wet mills
and drying patios here, as well as
provided workshops for weaving
and embroidery. They, of course,
had blankets there for us to buy.
We did not disappoint – one
person purchased 15 blankets (100/
soles-$30 each). When the man
reached out his hand to take the
money, we graciously refused to
hand the money over to him and
instead gave it to the woman who
made the blankets and to photos
of her fanning her money for us.

TALLAPAMPA
(CONTINUED)

They demonstrated the
whole blanket making
process for us – from
shearing the sheep,
washing the wool, turning
it into the yarn, spinning
it and the weaving it
into the blanket. This is
not an easy task – the
woman sat on the ground
and there are many
steps to creating just
one row of the blanket.
The blankets have many
uses; the women wear
them to carry anything
from the babies, their
yarn, their food for the
potluck lunch we were
served. We were amazed
when each woman
walked up to the table,
untied her blanket and
presented her dish. The
blanket then became the
tablecloth.

TALLAPAMPA
(CONTINUED)

They also demonstrated
roasting their coffee
over the open fire and
prepared coffee for us
to sample. We were also
served Coffee Jello. They
do not have refrigerators
– so they prepared the
jello cups and hoisted
them to the cold metal
roofing to set the jello.

AGUA AZUL
The next day took us to
Agua Azul where we toured
Sabina’s coffee farm. Her
farm is not managed by
her husband. Sabina is the
“star” of the movie Strong
Coffee-the Story of Café
Femenino. This movie was
filmed in 2006 shortly after
the beginning of the Café
Femenino Coffee Project
and the Café Femenino
Foundation.
A stop in Agua Azul is not
complete without a hike to
their beautiful waterfall. It
is not a difficult hike unless
you decide to go down to
the base of the waterfall.
Some chose to go down
the very steep and slippery
trail to stand in the mist of
the waterfall. I did not!

AGUA AZUL
(CONTINUED)

We spent the night at
Sabina’s house and
were treated to Cuye
(guinea pig), a local
very nutritious, delicacy.
Sabina ground the garlic
using a batan (tool made
of two stones – one the
base and the second long
and round for grinding).

COFFEE PLANT TOUR
We all had the opportunity
to cup some of the fines Café
Femenino Coffees directly from the
communities we had visited.

NUEVA YORK
Our last community on
this trip. This community
is on the other side of the
Andes, so it is a long day
drive. We started at 3am
and drove to a hotel (basic
accommodations) in Bagua
Grande, the next morning
we drove another three
hours to the community
of Nueva York for La
Chocolatada – we danced
with the children, spent
time in the kitchen with
women preparing our lunch
and the hot chocolate
that we later served with
the Panettone Bread. The
children (young and old)
love this. We also surprised
them by handing out small
candy canes. Due to the
time we spent celebrating
with the community we
weren’t able to tour the
coffee farms, but we did
tour the Early Education
Center.

NUEVA YORK
Early Education Center

LA CHOCOLATADA
La Chocolatada was celebrated in
every community.
So many smiles, so much Christmas
joy – such a small, virtually
inexpensive treat, that means so
much to the women and their
families.
We have tried to stop this tradition,
but they tell us “we love seeing the
smiles on the faces of our children”.
There were literally tears as we
left the last community. These
long road trips are not easy and
by the time we are at the end of
the community visits our emotions
often take over.
Tears of joy are sometimes
unexpected and impossible to
control.

LA CHOCOLATADA
(CONTINUED)

LOOKING TO
THE FUTURE
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